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Letter from the Visual Editors
Andrew Bishofberger, Chelsea Palacio, Micaela Todd
The arts can be a window into the inner self, a portal through  
which we can glimpse the truth of another. The truth is not always 
something that is classically beautiful or pleasing, but it can be 
intriguing or thought provoking in incredible ways. Revealing an  
inner truth can leave one vulnerable and exposed, and it often does  
not happen all at once. But these short, intense bursts of revelation  
can be truly magnificent and give us a better grasp of the world  
and people around us.
This edition of Calliope focuses on the revelation of the inner person. 
As the visual editors, we wanted the look and feel of the publication 
to match the incredibly personal art contained within. Calliope herself 
is represented on the cover as a striking figure with a deep, intense 
gaze directed at the reader, surrounded by a mysterious, dark, but also 
striking and calm star scape. We wanted to reflect the intensity and 
mysterious nature found inside the visual and written pieces while 
being draw in by the personal emotion behind each one.
Each piece in Calliope is incredibly strong on its own, and we do  
not want to mask its power with excessive clutter, leading us to create 
a simple, elegant layout that allowed each piece to shine, often pairing 
written and visual works together that enhance their singular meaning 
to create an even deeper experience. Giving each artist their moment  
to offer a fresh opinion, view, idea or experience with the reader is  
our greatest goal with this edition.
